Gourmet experiences along the
Hisatsu Orange Railway

●Hinagu Chikuwa and Hinagu Soda pop
(Hinagu Onsen station)

●Rice bowl topped with fresh Ribbon ﬁsh
caught in the Shiranui Sea
Tsgunagi Hot Spring Shikisai (Tsunagi station)

●Bigﬁn reef squid served live
Iso no aji Kuronoseto (Origuchi station)

●Curry rice cooked by Egami Tomi
Sekisyokan (Tanoura otachimisaki park station)

●Enjoy buckwheat noodles while taking in the
superb scenery ahead
Tomi no sobaya (Minamata station)

●Fresh seafood sushi
Taro zushi (Akune station)

Japan Southern Kyushu

Hisatsu Orange Railway connects Yatsushiro City in Kumamoto Prefecture and
Satsumasendai City in Kagoshima Prefecture with its 28 stations.

HISATSU ORANGE

RAILWAY

●Seafood dish on a boat
Sughtseeing Utase-bune (Sashiki station)

The train runs along the west coast of Kyushu

●Colorful multi-tiered lunch box of Izumi
(Izumi station)

●Shinko dango, soy sauce ﬂavored
skewered dumplings
(Sendai station)

Please feel free to ask the staﬀ where to enjoy Gourmet experiences along the Hisatsu Orange Railway.

Types of train cars

Hisatsu Orange Railway
Hisatsu Orange Railway stops at 28 stations between Yatsushiro
City in Kumamoto Prefecture and Satsumasendai City in
Kagoshima Prefecture. On the train ride, you can enjoy the
beautiful coast lines along the East China Sea and the Shiranui Sea,
as well as the wonderful view of citrus fruit farm lands. Satsuma
Kaido, the road taken by famous warlords during the feudal times,
runs parallel to the railway. The historic townscape and sites have
been carefully preserved to pass down the taste of those days.

Ama-natsu
Bon-tan
Dekopon
Satsuma mikan

kumquat

Banpeiyu

Ordinary train car

Mascots “Oranges”

Ordinary train car (capacity 117people/ 46seats)
Lines run along the outside of the train car.
The blue line represents the ocean and the
green one the abundant nature along the railroad.
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Orange chan

(capacity 105people/ 37seats)
This train car features numerous pictures of
popular smiling orange characters.
There is certain light fun involved in appreciating these characters.

Wrap advertising train, Galaxy Express 999
(capacity 105people/ 37seats)
This car features illustrations by cartoonist Matsumoto
Leiji and attracts many tourists.

